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• With the forced expansion of the online student population due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, institutions of higher learning must develop 
programs with similar outcomes across both face-to-face and distance-
learning applications.
• Before Covid-19, online educators turned to electronic service-learning 
(eSL) to address this divide. 
• As limited information has been reported on the utilization and 
outcomes of eSL during the ongoing covid-19 pandemic, the present 
study represents a first step at addressing eS-L outcomes during Covid-
19.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of eSL on graduate 
students enrolled in an online Business Leadership and Ethics course 
occurring during the covid-19 crisis. 
Qualitative study reviewing final reports from Graduate Students 
enrolled in an online Human Resource Development class during 
Covid-19
Participants (N=24) -- 4 Themes
• increased student engagement
• application of course knowledge to real-world scenarios
• improved self-awareness
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“A board member was present and we chatted 
about board meetings and various 
construction/upkeep needs”
“I truly realized how important the work that 
I was doing for this project. I was helping 
record the names of people that had 
survived the atrocities of the Holocaust”
“I attended a zoom meeting with …. Tri-
County’s Chief Compliance Officer” “I felt proud I could help my brother in 
arms and provide hope and assurance 
that the association was there to help 
by physical being there““the failure to convince people 
to commit funds towards the 
YMCA was as stressful as 
being faced with completing 







“This project afforded me 
the opportunity to think 
about others in my 
community and how I can 
help”
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Results were consistent across students who performed their service in person 
(n=13) and those who completed their service via a distance format (n=11) 
There was a deep self-awareness and resultant connectedness to the host 
community as a direct result of the eS-L project
Students indicated growth and engagement throughout their eS-L activities
Multiple students connected course objectives to communication 
opportunities and access to stakeholders
“very informative to see how people’s 
definitions of ethics are generally very 
similar but when asked about what is or is 
not ethical and to give examples and just 
how “iffy” ethics can be”
“revising the bylaws of the organization as 
they haven’t been updated in a number of 
years and many aspects…. had changed or 
were no longer enforced”
“I was excited … and it 
allowed me to gain new 
insights about the 
organization”
“I thought to myself I would 
throw this away …. But the 
volunteer gently guided my 
thoughts and said “if you were 
as hungry as the ones we 
serve you would not throw that 
away”
“I immediately recognized the woman. She 
was sitting near the back door…. looked 
tired, dirty, and overheated. This encounter 
suddenly became one of the hardest of my 
life. The woman sitting on the floor looked 
exactly like my adopted daughter…. was 
my daughters’ biological mother “
